Maximum potential population exposure

68,384 people exposed to potential tropical cyclone winds (Widespread Damage and above)

- 55% adults 15-64 yrs
- 4% elderly >64 yrs
- 41% children <15 yrs

Breakdown of potential needs

- 143 million kcals per day
- 1 million liters of water per day
- 13,000 100-liter waste bins
- 239,000 square meters of shelter

Estimated Wind Impacts

- Catastrophic Damage
- Severe Damage
- Widespread Damage
- Moderate Damage
- Minor Damage; Power out
- Trees Down; Some power loss
- Branches Breaking
- Large Trees Sway
- Small Trees Sway

Total Capital Exposure

$202 million

Forecast Track

- Typhoon Track > 74 mph (120kph)
- Tropical Storm
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